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tion of Major John Bourgeois^ (
/\
iR. HINDERS: Good Morning. I'm Noel Hinders, Dir
/| A . A
rector of the National Air' and Space Museum. I welcome all of
you — we're not on? Are we on now? Thank you. We'll try
again. Good morning. I'm Noel Hinders, Director of the
National Air and Space Museum. I welcome our distinguished
guests, all of you, to this public ceremony which celebrates
and commemorates the Apollo 11 landing on the moon, ten.
years ago today. The mood has been well set by the excellent
performance of the United States Marine Band under the direc-
A special Apollo
11 exhibit is set up just inside the museum and tonight, we
will remain open until one-thirty in the morning to re-live
the epic moments of Apollo 11. We are honored today to have
with us many prominent members of Congress, the Administratio
*
and the government, industry and academic.teams which made
Apollo 11 possible. There are two groups here today deservin
of extra special merit, the crew of Apollo 11, who carried on
their shoulders the ultimate responsibility for meeting
President Kennedy's goal, and the public. It is you, the
public,: 'who enabled this;,greatest venture of our times. It
is you,'the public, who own this museum, where the accomplish
ments of Apollo and its contribution to our heritage are al-
ready enshrined. It is now my pleasant duty to turn the
ceremony, over to a most distinguished individual. Born in
North Carolina to a family of educators, a degree in educatio
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a lawyer, Naval aviator, businessman, past director of the
Bureau of the Budget, and an Undersecretary of State, Admin-
istrator of N.A.S.A. and a key person in both making and im-
plementing the decision to go to the moon, now a Regent of
the Smithsonian Institution. Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr. James
E. Webb.
MR. WEBB •: Good morning, friends. On behalf of
the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, its
Chancellor, Chief Justice Burger, its Chief Executive Officer
Dr. Dillon Ripley, I bid you welcome to this anniversary of
Apollo 11 landing on the moon, which these two institutions,
the Smithsonian and the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, are sponsoring. Dr. Frosh (phone-fcie.) will give
A •
you his own welcome in just a few moments. N.A.S.A. and the
• .
Smithsonian cooperate in many undertakings to advance and
diffuse aeronautical and space knowledge.
UNIDENTIFIED PERSON: Can't hear you.
MR. WEBB : N.A.S.A. and the Smithsonian Institu-
tion cooperate — can you hear me now? I'm not sure I can
do anything about it. If. there's a technician available,
maybe he should look into the sound system. But in any event
it is a great cooperative program that you see here in the
National Aeronautics and Space Museum and the occasion is
certainly one in, which we both have played a part, in which
we both say to. the American people, this is an example of
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what we can do as a nation when we pull ourselves together
and go at it. Each institution is contributing to our nation
heritage and its capacity to develop and utilize the new pow-
ers that are unfolding in science and technology for peaceful
purposes for the benefit of all mankind as specified in the
1958 Space Act. N.A.S.A. is unique in its ability to work
i
with scientists who recognize, in the modern rocket, a power-
ful new tool to explore, to measure and to understand the
forces at work in the vastness of space, with engineers, who
. i
have the know-how to build and operate the complex, exotic
and fast-moving rocket-powered machine on which the future of
our nation may well depend. And in addition, it has the
administrative and managerial competence for large scale,
organized efforts of .national significance. It cooperates,
its cooperative working relationships with our military
services, has served our nation well and contributed to both
N.A.S.A.'s competence and to the successful programs of those
services. The Smithsonian is unique in its activities in
the increase and diffusion of knowledge and work in science
and technology as well as history and the arts. While ten
years is clearly too short an interval for historical perspec
tive, I think three points are becoming increasingly clear.
First, the Apollo system of organization and management got
things done. And it can be adapted to meet other needs. It
worked because a national process was created, at the heart
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of which, many working teams, each with a.responsible team
leader, did its part within a vast cooperative venture, which
included the executive and legislative branches of our gov-
ernment, large segments and industry, and many universities
and scientists. This team conducted its business openly.
Set-backs as well as successes were seen by the public. It
was not based on any adversary procedure but on cooperation
between government, industry and universities. At the maximuifi
of the program in Apollo, several hundred thousand individual
were united for a common purpose. A national goal was clear1]
stated and clearly achieved. There was a national will to
see this effort succeed. Second, the' Apollo team brought
together some of the most talented individuals in the country
increased their skills and profited from their labors. And
•• •
as each segment of the Apollo program was completed, these
individuals were released to undertake new ventures else-
c?
where, in government, at universities and within industry.
The list is too far, too long to recite, but today, veterans
of Apollo can be found in the halls of the United States
Senate, managing large corporations, or quietly charting new
directions for our space program. The (inaudible) not so
famous, but such names as George Lowe, Sam Phillips, Roccp
Patrone and Ed Cotirtright f^t^ t»e^ -^Dpol^ edai'^ honeitA&a^ y^) , while/f •' •*-
not household words, nevertheless, these men have made their
contributions to the nation's households as well as to the
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space effort. And there are many who we can all wish were
Ueliue^ «t^ a
here, Hugh Dryden, Warner von Br-o*m, Grissom, White and
£ ' /y
Chafee, Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, and so many others
who participated in this effort. This leads me to the third
point, the diffusion of Apollo money and Apollo expertise
into the worldwide economy has produced new products and give
impetus to vast new'enterprises. Today, worldwide communica-
tions network, linking computers and information systems,
for example, are not only far superior to their predecessors
'.''
but are smaller, cheaper and more reliable. Space-related
know-how, now permeates the most dynamic segments of our
economy. When you ask, what are the 'spinoffs of space, in
many ways it is the thousands of individuals who learned, who
contributed and then moved orj to make their contributions in
*" *
other parts of'our national economy. President Carter has
asked all citizens to say something good about our country.
I would like to say, Mr. President, that the vigorous spirit
of Apollo is still with those of us who see Apollo and the
space shuttle as the beginning and not the end. Ten years
^ '
:y
has not diminished the pride and the wonder people all around
the world felt when two explorers from Spaceship Earth, touched
the face of another planet for the first time. And with this
spirit, as we enter the challenging era of the space shuttle
* - *"""
and look beyond Jupiter and Saturn for new knowledge, we con-
fidently assert we can do whatever is needed to assure our
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nation's future in space. The N.A.S.A. team of ten years ago
is represented here by the three Apollo crew members. The
N.A.S.A. team of today and tomorrow is represented by^_Dr.
Frosh, his deputy, Dr. A3r±i3R Loveless (phonemic) and the crew
selected for the first shuttle orbital flight. Now as I turn
the program over to Dr. Loveless, I would like to say what a
pleasure it is to see so many old friends in the audience
and to welcome all of you to the Smithsonian Institution.
Thank you.
)^ t£s? "A" / '
MR. LOVELJs^ S: Ladies and genlemen, ten years ago,
in sight and sound of earth two hundred and thirty thousand
miles away, the initial footprints in the moon's dusty Sea
of Tranquility, marked the fulfillment of a national goal.
Americans became the first humans to enter the realm of anoth
• •
celestial body. A decade-long struggle had succeeded and the
deadline set by President Kennedy had been met. Apollo 11
signalled not an end but a beginning in terms of its particular
contribution to the future of humankind. It was a doorwaV
to further ventures to benefit the peoples of the world. We
are fortunate to be living in a technological age that allows
us to capture the critical scenes and sounds of history while
they're being made. We can listen again to that doorway into
the future being opened. May I have the tape, please.
TAPE: Seventy-five feet. Pitch forward. Light
on.. Down two and a half. Thirty feet down. .Two and a half.
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(Inaudible). Thirty feet. Two and a half down. (Inaudible).
Four-forward. Four forward, drifting to the right a little.
Down a half. (Inaudible). O.K. Engine stop? Hover control
both auto (inaudible) and engine command override off. We're
copying it down, Eagle. (Inaudible). Tranquility Base here.
The Eagle has landed. Roger/ Tranguility. We copy you on
«
the ground. You got a bunch of guys about to turn blue.
We're breathing again. Thanks a lot. Houston, that may have
seemed like a very long final phase. The auto-targeting was
taking us right into a football field-size crater with a
large number of big boulders and rocks for about a one or two
crater diameter around it and it required flying manually over
the rock field to find a reasonably good area. Roger, we
copy. It was beautifial from here, Tranquility, over. We'll
get to tthe details of'what's around here but it looks like a
collection of just about every variety of shaped angularity,
granularity, about every variety of rock you could find.
Tranquility, be advised that there are lots of-smiling faces
in this room now^ all over the world. Over. I'm doing my bes
And don't forget one in the command module. Rog.
9 H#
MR. LOVELESS': That was ten years ago, but to many
here, those words are still as close as yesterday. The real-
ities of that moment will live on and on, spurring the imag-
ination of succeeding generations. It's now my privilege and
pleasure to introduce my friend and associate, the Administra
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of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Dr.
C^
Robert Frosh.
•
 A
 c
DR. FROSH: It is my pleasure to welcome you all to
A
this celebration of the landing of Apollo 11 on the moon and
to thank you for joining us. You have already heard from Jim
Webb, who took over a fledgling N.A.S.A. that had been startec
&,
by Keith Glennon and was the basic architect of
the organization. We also have with us today, Tom Pajme, who
A
was the administrator of N.A.S.A. at the time of this key
flight and took the final key decisions leading to it, and
Jim Fletcher, who was administrator during the early starting
up of the shuttle program and who began many of the programs
that are coming to fruition today. We are here to celebrate
an event ten years ago, an event thought of as an accomplish-
* •
ment in engineering, in courage, in boldness. And it was all
of those. But most of all, it was an accomplishment of the
human imagination, imagining what we" could do, deciding to
risk it and deciding to do it, a decision to go and to do,
which was also a,decision to be. For the first time, our
representatives, mankind's representatives, stepped beyond
the immediate influence of the earth to its satellite. A fir
step beyond the earth into the solar system and into the
larger universe. It has proven to be a trip with effects bot \
liberating and sobering, sobering because looking back throug i
CL,
their eyes and their cameras, we saw the fragility of.our
(702) 234-4433
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place and our condition. Those pictures have become the
symbols of our spaceship existence and they demonstrated how
important careful management of our spaceship must be. Liber-
ating, both because the look back impressed us also with the
beauty of our place and the leap and the look outward told
us what we might do and become. It gave us a vision of a new
freedom and new possibilities to be not only mankind on the
earth but truly mankind in the universe. And now, of course,
we are forced to ask if we are alone as life in God's univers^,
if not, how can we find the others, and if so, how must'we
behave alone. The sober worries about the earth force us to
consider how we must use our newly-beginning freedom in the
universe. Celebration of this first, this key event, thus
forces us to look forward to .the long spread of future histor;
. V
Today we look back only ten years, but today we must also loo]:
forward for billions of years. We are now taking our next
steps to use our ability in space both to look in and to look
out, to help preserve us for those billions of years, to use
space continuing as a helper for thb earth and for our long
future on it, and to use space as outward looking science and
then outward looking use of the universe for our long future
in it. With the shuttle, we will be taking the next steps
to the foundation of a greater capability to help the earth
and to be of the solar system and of the universe for those
billions of years ahead. We are celebrating first steps and
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first leaps and we will continue our U.S. leadership in furth4r
first steps and first leaps in space for mankind. It is now
my honor and pleasure to introduce Neil Armstrong.
MR. ARMSTRONG: Thank you, indeed, deeply. A decade
has passed since our nation reached its goal of landing a
man on the moon and returning him safely to earth, a goal
agreed and articulated nearly a decade earlier. It's an
appropriate time to recall those days and savor once again
that example of the success that too often eludes us in other
arenas of endeavor. From Ecclesiastes, we remember, to-every-
thing there is a season and a time to every purpose under
heaven, which Shakespeare shortened to, there's a time for '
all things. Ten years ago was the time for Apollo. A third
of a million Americans, someone counted, were involved in the
construction of that lunar landing. Ground-breaking for the
foundation was held here in the capital city. I note with
many of those groundbreakers here in the audience today, and
I note with particular pleasure, a leader among leaders of
"~p£#,^ -U£
those days, former Chairman and Honorable Tiger 'Eiere (-phenet£
Architecture for the building was provided by N.A.S.A. and
the detailed design and construction by American universities
and'industry, again, well represented here today by individua
there are a lot of individuals who I can point to and say,
decisions made or contributions made, were responsible for th
success of the Apollo goal. We saw the structure take shape,
' ' ' • • • ' • ' • ' " ' NEAL R. GROSS • - - • : • . - . • : .-.;.-.
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the successful flights of Saturns I and V, tests in vacuum
chambers and laboratories around the country, the unbeliev-
ably successful flights of Apollo VII, VIII, IX and X. The
spire capped the building with Apollo 11 but construction
continued. Six more flights strengthened and improved the
form and function of the structure. Although today, we note
the anniversary of that capping on July 20th, 1969, it's the
entire structure we remember. Although we cannot touch it/
we believe it will be noted throughout human history. Those
of us who were privileged to work on the construction crews,
remember well the challenge, the risk and the successes of
many of those building phases, particularly those in which
we were personally involved. And I would hope that all of th
third of a million people that someone counted, across the
country, who dedicated themselves to that construction, will
remember as warmly as we do, that exciting, challenging perioji
of our lives. And" now we look ahead, we sincerely hope that
other projects, not only in space but in all areas of the
national challenge, will find the sense, the purpose and
spirit that sustained Apollo. To those who would fly in
space in the shuttle and its successors, to orbit and beyond,
to the far reaches of our solar system, we wish you well. We
envy your future, the places you'll go and the sights you'll
see. Know that you enjoy the good fortune of receiving the
o
good wishes of the people around the world and know that you
"'"'"""• ""' '"•'" ^'"
v
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may be involved in the single most important endeavor in the
determination of the human destiny. My pleasure to introduce
my colleague and partner, Buzz Aldrin.
MR. ALDRIN: I thank you very much. I feel in great
awe of the giants up here on the podium, who from the inception
of the Apollo program, provided us with such tremendous leader
ship, and the leaders of N.A.S.A. now, who will lead us into
the era of the space shuttle. I look out in front of me and
see many giants from many fields of industry and government,
upon whose shoulders we stood to be able to take those small
• ' ' ' '
steps on the moon. As a personal individual, as I have choser
to reflect back on what Apollo meant to me in a larger sense,
instead of the personal things that it's meant to me; I'd like
to go back to some of the words that I said in Los Angeles
after that rather frantic day when we left Houston and went
to New York for a parade, and then Chicago and ended up in Los
Angeles. A few of the words I said then, I believe also re-
main with me now as very meaningful words. I think they re-
flected my thoughts at that time. bur flight was your .flight
We flew Eagle and Columbia with your hands helping us at the
controls and your spirit behind us. When Neil and I saluted
the flag, all Americans I think, saluted it with us. We hope
that the proud emblem of the American eagle carrying the oliv'
branch to the moon may inspire a new generation. What Apollo
has begun we hope will spread out in many directions, to tell
'
 c>
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us unforgettably that we can do what we will and must and want
to do. Five years ago, here in Washington, I chose to talk
about some of the things that might be forgotten in Apollo,
and I reminded many of you that our American system enabled
an engineer to come up with a method of reaching the moon
through a rather complicated sequence of rendezvous maneuvers
around the moon. He didn't originate this. This came from
a man by the name of Oberth {phonetic) many years ago, but the
point I'm trying to make was that many of our leaders did no
>-*
agree that that was the method to do that, yet through persis-
tence and dogged determination, which is allowed in our Ameri-
. . • •
can system, he was able to prevail and I believe that this
saved us considerable money and time in accomplishing our
objective. I think many people may forget that. I think man]
people may also forget the rather bold approach that we took.
When we consider that we tested the Saturn I rocket twenty
flights before putting a command module on top of it with thr
men to orbit the earth for ten days, meanwhile, we~ f lew the
\ •
giant rocket, the Saturn V, twice, unmanned and then we took
that space craft that had flown once and put it on top of tha
big rocket that had flown twice and we sent them to the moon.
I think that takes guts. Ten years later as I look back, I
try and answer the question, why was there such a sudden de-
cline in interest in what we'd accomplished, because I
sensed^.that that, did I take place,... and I'm sure that, many of
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you would agree with me. And these are just my own personal
views on the subject. But it seems to me that any growing
process, whether it be in nature or whether it involve the
human spirit, if that growth process is restrained for a per-
iod of time and then that restraint is released, generally we
see a sudden resurgence. Conversely, if the natural process
of growth or of progress is accelerated artificially by estab-
lishing an objective or goal as was the case in Apollo, and
then that artificial stimulation is removed by accomplishing
• • •
the objective, we should have expected that things would de-
cline considerably. It's'like fertilizing a plant. When you
take away the fertilizer, it has a tendency to wither away
for a period of time. But I think perhaps there's another
reason. I feel that the original objective we set out to
* • "
accomplish in the very early sixties, was to re-establish
prestige among the nations of the world, where we stood as
Americans, having been rather shocked by Sputnik whipping over
our heads. And clearly this was a challenge to accomplish
something that we could do better than they could do. .And if
that's not a race, I don't know what you'd call it. It seems
to me that, many years later, we began to justify why we were
going there in terms of science and technology, benefits in
the rocks we'd bring back. I personally don't believe that
that would have set us on our course to begin with. So I fee
that when we reached there, most people in America, thought
' ' • ' " ' '
 /;
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we were reaching that, not for the reason we set out to do
that. It seemed to me that we apologized for being in a
competitive race/ and as a result, in this country, I feel we
lost the pride of accomplishment in one of the greatest
challenges we've ever taken. Clearly in my mind, we went to
the moon to beat the Russians. And we accomplished that, and
G-
I belive every American ought to be proud that we did that.
-/l
It seems to me that there's a rather basic lesson inherent in
that sequence of events that can have a significant effect on
what this nation does in the future. It appears to me that
we're troubled with many problems in America today, and to
solve these problems whether they be environmental or energy,
is going to take some rather difficult decisions and some
rather long range objectives.- And I have a feeling that, if
• .
we allow ourselves to be deterred from those long range objec
tives by continued assault, bickering and picking apart, we'1
never reach those objectives and someone else may get there
*>
first. To me, I think we have to stand tall as Americans in
the pride of things we have accomplished and put away our
petty selfishness and get to the task ahead of us, and once
we decide to do that, to stick with our leaders to the accomp
lishment of that goal. Thank you.
MR. COLLIN3: Thank you, Buzz. Ten years after, I
would like to make two quick snapshots, one of the earth, and
the other of the moon, and share them with you. First, the
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1 earth. The earth is a very small object and should be treatec
2 as such. To really believe the earth is small, you have to
3 get away from it, two hundred thousand miles or so, far
4 enough to lose sight of it from time to time, so that you
5 have to conduct an elaborate search, peering out this window
and that, even to locate it. When you finally find the earth,
shiny, tiny, blue and white, floating out there somewhere,
then you know it's small and you don't forget it. Also, it
looks fragile somehow. But are these impressions true? Is
the earth really small and fragile? Well, Russian Intercon-
tinental Ballistic Missiles are now so accurate that we need
our own mobile missiles to run and hide from them. A reduced
flow of oil on one side of the globe causes chaos on the other
.. Some predict an increase in carbon dioxide production, causing
a greenhouse effect which could warm our atmosphere, melt some
polar ice and flood coastal cities. I'd say these examples
._ prove.we are indeed small and fragile. How do we treat small
10 fragile objects. As a museum person, I can tell you, veryIo
.q gingerly, that's how. Watching closely for cracks and repair•-
20 ing them before they get any worse.: We heed to do that now,
to start to assess the process of global damage, to locate
22 their sources and measure their extent, and design ways to
minimize and perhaps reverse them. We owe that to this tiny
planet, the only one we can live on for the time being. Now
about the moOn, the moon is not really a place.. It's a
.,= RL. :GRdSi5 -/K^'- ,:r'->^VVi;:'v"-^v--Vv
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1 direction. It's not a very valuable or exciting piece of
2 property unless you are a geologist. When the history of
, this galaxy is written, and I think it may already have been,
4 if the planet earth gets mentioned at all, it won't be because
c its inhabitants visited their own moon. That first step,o . .
like a newborn's first cry, would be automatically assumed.
7 What would be worth -recording is what kind of civilization we
g earthlings created and whether or not we ventured out into
g other parts of the galaxy. Were we wanderers? Human history
10 so far indicates we are indeed. From the earliest times, we
jj have asked the stars to g"uide us across uncharted waters.
j2 This country, in particular, has a tradition of exploring,
1<} of expansion, of pushing back the frontier, across the moun-lo
tains and the plains, and then upward with the Wright brother
and on to the moon. It's human nature to stretch, to go, to
'15
see, to understand. Exploration is not a choice, really, it'16
an imperative. And it's simply a matter of timing as to when
18
19
20
21
22
23
24.
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the option is exercised. So I think of the moon not as a
place, but just a direction. Out there. Or as a symbol of
our new-found ability to lift the lid from over our heads,
to unpin ourselves from gravity, to explore, to wander, to
find new answers and even newer questions. I don't at all
share today's supposedly prevalent mood of pessimism about
the human condition or national condition, for that matter.
I can't think of a better time to be alive. I feel so lucky
Vv:V,.;.->V:^ . v:;x--:'v:-V:;-:£^
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to have been born in 1930, in these most exciting times, this
transition period when we're just beginning to learn not to
take the earth for granted, but are not quite ready to commit
ourselves to venture beyond its nearby moon. I just feel
suprememly lucky to have been able to take two snapshots,
snapshots which seem clearer today than they did ten years
ago, one of the moon' from up close, another from the earth
from afar. I've enjoyed sharing them with you and I hope
to see you all again ten years from now.
D vl » ; ' -MR. JVO/i^ v-S : Neil, Buzz, Mike, thank you very much.
We were scheduled to have with us today another Apollo astro-
naut in addition to the crew of Apollo 11. He was the lunar
module pilot on Apollo 17, is now a distinguished member of
the United States Senate, the Honorable Harrison H. Schmidt.
If Senator Schmidt has been able to find his way here, would
he please stand up? I'm afraid his schedule has detained him
We must remember that the Eagle at Tranquility Base, while a
monumental achievement, was more importantly the great fore-
runner of the continuing challenge that we face in space ex-
ploration. I couldn't help but think as Mike Collins spoke
a few moments ago that we're moving today from an era of one
Columbia to an era of another, the Space Shuttle Columbia.
We have with us, two astronauts, both of whom are in the very
active present, and they are the crew of the new Columbia,
the men who will fly her on her first mission, Astronauts
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John Young/ the Commander, and Bob Crippen (pfeorixH?ic), the
pilot. John Young is a veteran of four space flights as well
as chief of the Astronaut Office of the Johnson Space Center.
He was pilot on the first Gemini flight in 1965, and in 1966,
he was Command Pilot of Gemini 10. In May of 1969, he was
/
Command Module Pilot on Apollo 10, paving the way for Apollo
11 with the first lunar module orbit of the moon. And in 197;
he walked on the moon from Apollo 16. He is a retired Navy
Captain and has been an astronaut since 1962. Bob Crippen,
looking forward to his first space flight, a Navy Commander,
he's been a N.A.S.A. astronaut since 1969. Crippen partici-
pated in the Skylab medical experiments, a fifty-six day
simulation of a Skylab mission and was a member of the astro-
naut support crews for both the Skylab and Apollo Soyefuz test
projects. Astronauts Young and Crippen.
MR. YOUNG : It's really a great honor for Robert
Crippen and myself to be here today to celebrate with you a
day that I think really did the United States proud. I tell
you, and it's really a great honor for us to have the oppor-
t
tunity to one of these days do the same thing with not a spac >
craft, but a space ship, Columbia. And Bob and I promise
we'll do our best to make that thing a good ride. It's a
fascinating space ship, it's going to work, and it's going to
be a great thing for this country, and in the long run, it's
going to be a great thing for the human race, I promise you
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that. The reason that we're here is that we want to make a
presentation to the Apollo 11 crew, and if Neil could come up
here. It's really a great honor for the two of us to be here
as I said before, and as a symbol of the dedicated goal-
oriented, hard working team that the Apollo represented, the
Apollo 11 crew represents, and represented so well, because
let me tell you, they didn't know what a forty hour week was
or a fifty hour week or a sixty hour week, they were working
on eighty and a hundred hour weeks for many months before the;
launched, and the dedicated team that did that program,'did i
for years on end at that kind of a work rate. That's what
made Apollo a success if you ask me, in the "long run. But
this presentation is a symbol of the way that you paved for
us to do our thing in space.- Apollo 11, and it's a space
shuttle model of Columbia. And let me just say one more
thing. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is
not so cost conscious that they don't have two more models
for the other two crewmen, but we're running short., of time.
Thank you.
MR. ARMSTRONG: Thank you, John and Bob... There's
certainly no one that we as a crew would take greater pleasur
in receiving this model of Columbia from than a great space-
craft commander, John Young. Thank you.
o>
 f{ cr
MR. vV'/iH^ '^ A : Thank you, Hohn, Bob. I hope all of
you have enjoyed being here as much as I have appreciated
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the opportunity to participate -in this ceremony. . We've had
an opportunity to remind ourselves that on the strength of
America's dedication to a unity of purpose and a common
desire to achieve a definite goal, great dreams have become
realities. That was true of our yesterdays and will be
equally true, if we will it, in our tomorrows. I thank you
i
•for coming and this concludes our ceremony.
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